AUGUST 2015
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
Welcome to the August issue of the Romsey Modeller.
August is typically a quiet month for the club, no model shows or extra activity outside the meetings, and once
more I had little time for modelling this month (8 weeks now??), but there’s plenty else going on with Romsey
Modellers, with many members busy preparing models for the BoB competition or for the forthcoming annual
contest in November, just a few months away now.
Thinking of November briefly; we will of course be displaying at Telford and we will be looking at either doing a
themed table or at least a theme within the overall scheme of things....perhaps a BoB feature?? Your thoughts
would be welcome.
Personally, I did manage to visit, for the first time, the Silverstone Classic late last month. A sort of Goodwood
th
style event held at the race circuit over three days, this year’s event being its 25 anniversary. The access to
classic race cars is better than Goodwood, with a walk through the international paddock area revealing some
amazing reference opportunities, with many cars stripped down and being prepared for the day’s races.
Interestingly, I grabbed some photos of a Hurricane that is being restored, and they had a Spitfire in which you
could sit and start the engine!! Sadly, I didn’t discover this until after the spaces were taken up...only £35...
Many of you will be aware of the
building work taking place at the
clubhouse at present. Most recently
we were unable to hold the August
extra meeting at the venue, so with
some hastily sent emails, we decided
to meet at the White Horse public
house in Ampfield. The evening
turned out to be very enjoyable, with
15 or so members arriving for the
night, with plenty of discussion about
the hobby, and much else, all over a
nice pint or soft drink. Such was the
success of the idea, there was some
A Group C Porsche 962 complete with access to front end, engine
discussion toward making a pub
and cockpit. I took around 80 photos of this car alone!!
evening a regular fixture during our
calendar year, maybe 2 or 3 nights per year. It breaks up the routine and offers a welcome alternative platform
for modellers to meet up. We’ll discuss it further a future club night, though as I write, there’s every chance
the main August meeting will be held there too. We’ll keep you posted.
Enjoy the magazine, and I look forward to seeing you all where ever we may meet up!!

Paul
Club President.

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire. We cater
for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where we
often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby. We also
attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby or just
come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see the last page for
details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
AMPFIELD VILLAGE HALL REFURBISHMENT
Building work is currently going on at the village hall , apparently they are spending £125k on improvements
which is money that presumably came as part of the housing development.
At the time of writing it is unclear if we will get access on Wednesday night or for our subsequent meetings in
September. We will let you know via email by Tuesday whether we will meet in the pub again.

COMPETITION NEWS
Assuming we have access to the hall in September we have two upcoming competitions
th

On Sunday 13 September we will be holding our annual Build a Model in a Day competition. For those
members that have joined recently the idea is that we build and complete a model starting to 9am and
finishing around 4:30pm . You are free to build what every you want, the only “rule” being it must be unstated
at the beginning of the day. At the end of the day the models are judged ( in whatever state of completion )
and a winner decided. The event is great fun , if a little stressful with plenty of modelling chat and banter.
th

You have no doubt noticed that 2015 marks the 75 anniversary of the Battle Of Britain and during the main
th
meeting on September, 16 we will be holding a BoB themed competition. Hopefully most entries are already
well underway. The usual rules for club contests apply, we hope to have a full table worth of entries.
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TAMIYA COMPETITION 2015
The July Tamiya competition saw a healthy entry list for the ‘Test Trout’
st
contest, with 16 entries from 11 members. After 1 place, voting was
st
tight once more, 32 votes were enough to secure Dale the 1 prize with
th
nd
his 1/350 Bismarck. 12 points behind, and a welcome 2 place went to
th
St Georges winner, Andy James with another of his superb 1/35 scale
models, this one was for his German FAMO. Rounding out the top 3 was
2014 John Cox Memorial winner, Luke Hayes with his diorama, Jerry
Hunt. Well done to the top three and a big thanks to all those who entered, it really did make for a superb
competition night. Sadly, due to administrative error, there were 2 models with the same entry number, 11.
As it was impossible to discern which votes were awarded to which model after voting had closed, therefore,
both were excluded from the results. My sincere apologies for this mistake.
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PHOTOS

Luke Hayes : Firefly

Luke Hayes : LAV Tour

Luke Hayes : Jerry Hunt

Karl Scammell: Challenger II

Andy James: Deuce and a half

David Downhill : Send Reinforcements

Andy James : FAMO

Russell Eden: Out for Lunch
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Sean Summers Bf109 E3

No 16 Lee Gilbert: Under the Skin

Steve Lidstone: Police Aware

Nick burden : Chariot

Steve Edwards: Bovy Centurion

David Downhill : Honda RA272

Steve Lidstone: M113 FSV

Russell Eden: Flakpanzer III
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RESULTS FOR IPMS ROMSEY ‘TAMIYA’ COMPETITION JULY 2015
st

Entry No

Entrant

Model Title

1
2
3
4
5

Luke Hayes
Luke Hayes
Luke Hayes
Karl Scammell
Andy James

6

David Downhill

7
8
9
10
11**
11**
12
13
14
15
16

Andy James
Dale Koppi
Sean Summers
Russell Eden
Steve Lidstone
Russell Eden
Steve Edwards
Steve Lidstone
David Downhill
Nick Burden
Lee Gilbert

Firefly
LAV Tour
Jerry Hunt
Challenger II
Deuce and a half
Send
Reinforcements
FAMO
Bismarck
Bf109 E3
Out for Lunch
Police Aware
Flakpanzer III
Bovy Centurion
M113 FSV
Honda RA272
Chariot
Under the Skin

nd

rd

1 ’s
(3 pts)

2 ’s
(2 pts)

3 ’s
(1 pts

Total
points

Placing

II
III
I
II

I
III
II
II

III
I
I

11
16
8
10

JOINT 5TH
3RD
8TH
7TH

I

I

II

7

9TH

IIII
IIIIIIIII
II
I

II
I
I
IIIII

IIII
III
III
III

20
32
11
16

2ND
1ST
JOINT 5TH
COMMENDED

I

1

I

11

IIIII

6TH

FUJIMI MCLAREN MP4/12C GT3, PART....HOW MANY NOW!!?
BY PAUL ADAMS

With one thing or another, I’d completely forgot about updating the Mclaren build last month!
I’d managed sometime in late June to complete the
cockpit tub with some rapid carbon decaling and painting
to end up with a reasonable representation of the race
car interior.
First off, I painted the entire thing with Zero satin black
and then masked off the engine to paint the Alclad
aluminium. I presumed wrong in thinking the Zero paint
would adhere without a primer as removing the masking
tape to re-position it removed the paint too....after
stripping it with IPA and adding the missing primer, the
engine was carefully and painstakingly masked off and
given a couple of light coats of aluminium. Whilst the
model just represents only part of the motor unit, it does
look rather good beneath the rear screen.
I added hose clips with bare metal foil and a wash with
Tamiya Acrylic smoke. Moving onto to the cockpit, I
applied carbon decals to floor, sides and rear wall using
the template set from Racing Decals 43. These turned out
to be very well sized (unlike some for the body) and so
the job was completed in just a few hours. I had
previously removed the centre console which was
replaced with an etched item and carbon’d. All of the
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carbon decal was cleared by brush using an old bottle of Johnson’s Klear. Machined toggle switches were
added and painted up according to references.
The seat was carbon’d too, and seat belts added from
th
Tamiya’s 1/20-1/24 set. I did, however use the
buckles from the kit etch set. With the seat in place
and some added details, the dashboard was glued in
as was the satin black rollcage. A little drybrushing to
the floor lifted more detail out and it was then I
concluded this part. Overall, I’m rather happy with it,
it just a shame I’ve not found the time to complete
the rest of the model!!
More soon.....lol...!!

JULY’S CLUB MEETING
BY TONY ADAMS

Apart from the Tamiya competition the July’s meeting was significant not only by having over 25 members
present but by having a visit from Pat Camp after a long absence. For those of you that don’t know Pat, he was
a founder member of the club and really ran it single handily for many of its formative years. Pat has recently
returned to the UK from France where he had been working on the ITER project research nuclear fusion. (see
https://www.iter.org/proj). Pat is now residing near Oxford and hopes to be able to come down from time to
time to participate in club activities. . Pat is a superb modeller (he has won our annual trophy a record 3
times!) and is always willing to spread his considerable knowledge, so if you see him at the club don’t be shy to
ask his advice. In the meantime here are a few photos I took on the night.
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USS NIMITZ
BY RICHARD STEWART

Well it’s been a busy few months with ‘actual life’ and the ‘plastic one’. With the latter it’s been a mix of one
step forward and two back which will make sense as you read on….
It was going so well, the deck was painted & sealed with a coat of future and awaiting the decals. These were a
mix of Gold Metal Models nuclear carrier set (350-8D) and the Trumpeter kit decals. I found that neither decal
sets were adhering to the deck very well and were not very forgiving at the application of Microsol either, so
after a lot of messing around they were on and it was a case of putting a used look to the deck. This is where I
came unstuck and over-did this application!

Well decals applied and looking good so far

OOOPS a ‘slight’ bit of wear and tear!

DELIBERATION TIME!
Well while I was pondering what to do next I decided to fit the catapult observation station and with most
things on this kit it was way oversize and completely the wrong shape. In fact if this had been the actual size
there would be some aircraft that would not be able to be launched as wings would be torn off!
To re-do this I use some Perspex cut from an old Tamiya masking tape dispenser and sanded down to suit. The
frame work was done with painted decal strips.
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PORT SIDE FACELIFT
Still in flight deck deliberation mode and also after I came across further reference data. I found that the Port
side under the flight deck (which I had tried to correct earlier in this build) was incorrect. It is designed as some
sort of walkway with heavy duty bracing to support the immense loads above. To achieve this I used thick
plastic card for the bracing side plates together with etch from my (ever diminishing!) spares box

Replacement catapult control station with the original
for comparison (note over-done weathering!)

Port side detailing completed for the second and last
time!

I removed all of the catwalks because of major inaccuracies in just about all of them. This left large gaps all
around the edge of the flight deck where it contacts the hull. It was the case to putty and/or clad the joints
with strips of plastic card and blend in.

Catwalk side walls all either puttied or covered with plastic card

DELIBERATION TIME OVER!
After much thought I was still not happy with what I had done and I was also having issues with some of the
decals lifting. It was time to take drastic measures to remove and start again. This was a little tricky as I did not
want to remove the paint as that would mean repainting and destroying the tie downs.
To remove just the decals I used fine grade emery which removed most of the more stubborn decals while
others just flaked off.
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Letting out the anarchist in me!!
I did not remove all decals as some were fine which were mainly at the bow, but I tried to keep all the
electrical connection signs also. I also found that the GMM nuclear decal set is now not in production and so it
would mean making some from scratch (what joy!).

RE-DECAL TIME
I started with the main flight-deck landing lines
which I decided to paint on and used the same
process as I did on the Hornet which used loads
of Tamiya tape. For the white I used Halfords
white primer while the yellow on the centre
line was Tamiya acrylic yellow/green (XF-4)
The ‘68’ I used white decal sheet and from my
original scan of the decal, copied that onto the
paper and just cut around. This was very
difficult to apply by when I did get it in the
correct position it ‘snugged down’ far better
than the original.
Once the main flight deck decals were either
re-painted or applied, a coat of Humbrol clear
Re-decal application second time round! With just a little
coat was brushed on and when dry a ‘little’
‘airbrush’ weathering
weathering of the main high usage areas of the
fight deck was applied. This time I managed to stop myself going too far!

ELEVATOR SAFETY MARKINGS
By far the hardest thing at this stage was to make/apply the deck edge elevator safety markings. Even the
original ones from GMM were cracking up on me and I wouldn’t even contemplate using the incorrect and
oversized Trumpeter ones.
I initially used my usual method by using the original scan to make a decal, but as the deck was dark the ink
was too opaque to make a difference. To bring out the colour I first applied Microscale yellow decal strips,
then laid the homemade ones on top to bring it out, which worked fine until I put on a coat of varnish, where
due to the multi-layered construction silvered badly. These were removed and another process was looked
into as I could not get these off the shelf.
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I decided to use the Microscale chequered decal sheet which was again another method I used on the Hornet
build to get dashed flight-deck lines. For this process I cut the decals to the correct width and then used a red
indelible ink pen to cover the top of the decal.
Once the decal was removed from the backing sheet in the normal way I then put it on upside down which
gave me the desired result. My only word of caution is I had to be careful snugging down as I was using the
sticky side up!

It a long shot

But it worked (for a short while!)

SPEAK TOO SOON!!!!!
The indelible red bled through the yellow overnight and I ended up with orange/red warning lines. So after a
coat of Humbrol clear to seal it I reapplied another set of cut decals from my checker sheet to go over the top
of the originals. This time it seems to be working but what a work-up!

The Yellow was turning orange before my eyes!

After the elevator decal saga a coat of Halfords matt
varnish over the entire deck and a little bit more post
weathering, then the arrester wires will be attached

The next work-up is the first stage of the catwalk construction to concentrate on.
Stay tuned…
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1:48 REVELL EUROFIGHTER TYPHOON
BY KARL SCAMMELL

BACKGROUND
Although my modelling preference is for AFV post WW2, having spent a significant portion of my career
working on the Eurofighter, I wanted to attempt this model. My previous attempts at modelling aircraft have
been generally restricted to 1.72 scale with the results in all honesty, not being particularly good. What tends
to put me off is the necessity, to have to apply lots of filler and then sand to blend the various joints to achieve
a reasonable representation of the aircraft. I guess, the more expensive the kit then this problem is
significantly reduced. However, as this model was more for my own interest rather than for any urge to enter
it into a competition, I decided to give aircraft modelling another shot. Plus, it would also improve my skill level
should I decide to build any other aircraft that I have had an association with over the years. Fortunately over
the years I have had the opportunity to be associated with a variety of types ranging from WW2 vintage to
airliners and modern fast jets, so the potential for further builds is considerable.

CONSTRUCTION
So it was with some trepidation that I opened the box and proceeded with the build. My reason for opting for
the 1.48 scale was that I struggled with accuracy on previous 1.72 builds particularly placing the smaller
components, therefore using a slightly larger model would give me a better chance of doing a ‘half decent job.’
The cockpit build seemed reasonably straightforward and the decision to go for the larger scale was deemed a
wise one. I did manage to lose one of the HUD’s which resulted in having to modify one of the clear Perspex
sprue panels to make a replacement. Once assembly was complete I painted the cockpit by hand as I wanted
this to be a reasonably quick build and applied the decals for the instruments.
The first significant problem was fitting
the air-intake that sits within the
fuselage above the port engine intake.
The instruction sheet was not particularly
clear as to the orientation so it was an
educated guess along with some filing to
fit it. There were significant gaps
between the lower half of the intake, so
out came the filler and sand paper.
The two fuselage halves were then joined
after a significant amount of plasticine
had been added to the nose area as
ballast. Construction of the main
undercarriage bays and engine intakes
followed next which were then fitted into
The problematic air intake with filler applied.
the lower wing section. Significant
modification was required to the main undercarriage aperture as the undercarriage fixing points were fouled
by the lower wing section and there was insufficient room for the undercarriage door to be fitted once the
main landing gear was in position. Further problems with the undercarriage fit were encountered later on.
Next, was the exhaust assembly which I painted and fitted to the main fuselage assembly. In hindsight, I
probably should have left this until after the main fuselage had been sprayed to reduce the masking.
With the fuselage and wings largely complete I then started on the filling and rubbing down of the various
joints. I also had to get the ‘Dremel’ out to improve the fit of the upper starboard wing to the fuselage. With
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the majority of the filling complete, I then fitted the cockpit canopy which again needed some filing to achieve
a reasonable fit.
Undercarriage and weapons assembly could then begin although they were fitted after the main fuselage has
been sprayed. The majority of the undercarriage parts were painted attached to the sprue and then assembled
as sub-assemblies prior to final fixing to wing after spraying. Further problems were encountered with the
undercarriage struts as when they were offered up to the sockets located within in the bay, the fit was poor at
best.
At this stage all the surfaces had been sprayed so I was a bit reticent to start attacking the bay again with the
‘Dremmel’ but it had to be done to a achieve a reasonable fit.
Next to be assembled were the 1000 litre
drop tanks x 2. First problem was
identifying the correct pylon as the
instruction sheet numbers did not seem
to correspond with the actual part
numbers. Once correctly identified,
assembly began where it was noticed
that on both the drop tank and the pylon,
moulded dowels were on the mating
surfaces
therefore
preventing
attachment. Once these were removed
assembly of the tanks and weapons was
complete. As per the undercarriage these
were fitted after spraying.
I did seem to keep knocking off the pitot
tubes situated underneath the nose cone,
which resulted in one being lost completely and then having to re-sculpt a replacement from a piece of sprue.
Main undercarriage finally fitted after modifying bay.

PAINTING.
An undercoat was applied using white Tamiya fine surface primer.
I then pre-shaded the panel lines using
Revel Black acrylic thinned to 50% with
Tamiya acrylic thinners. Previously, I have
thinned Acrylic paints with water and
then sprayed, however, after attending
the recent demonstration given by Tony
Adams on airbrush spraying techniques
in which he advocates the use of solvent
based acrylic thinners. So I thought I
would give it a try. I should at this point,
state that I am relatively inexperienced in
the use of an airbrush so this project was
about improving my skill level and
experimenting in the art of airbrushing. I
have also to admit that I am using a
Masking underway prior to undercoat.
relatively cheap airbrush and compressor
which I can get away with whilst spraying armoured vehicles, however this project has illustrated to me that
for fine detail work an investment is required in both the airbrush and compressor.
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Further practice in the technique of preshading the panel lines is required as the applied lines were rather
large. Improving my compressor/airbrush should hopefully help with this. Although in my defence on some
surfaces there were a multitude of lines close together therefore a lot of the panels were blacker than I was
expecting.
Once preshading was complete, I commenced spraying of the final colour which was Revel Light Grey Acrylic.
After the first coat had been applied I noticed some surface roughness on the sprayed surfaces. This I suspect
was caused by the paint drying too quickly as it hit the surface. Two factors contributed to this problem,
insufficient thinners added to paint and the ambient temperatures were rather high which may have caused
the solvent to start evaporating as soon as it was atomised. Subsequently adding more thinner seemed to
improve the paint application. Any rough areas were sanded using 800 grade ‘wet & dry’ and further coats
were applied, followed by more sanding as necessary. More by luck than judgement this technique seemed to
give a reasonable ‘used’ look to the upper surfaces although some surface detail was lost.
Having increased the thinner content the lower surfaces paint application went far more smoothly with no
significant problems encountered followed by spraying the nosecone and upper tail plane. This was followed
by a single coat of clear matt acrylic lacquer on all the painted surfaces prior to decal application. Applying the
decals went reasonably well albeit rather time consuming with probably in the region of 100 decals requiring
application.
Once the decals were applied, one further coat of matt acrylic lacquer was applied to the completed model.

CONCLUSIONS
Overall, I was disappointed with the quality of this kit with numerous significant issues that needed resolving
to achieve a reasonable representation of the aircraft. I suspect this is a relatively old kit now and maybe the
tooling is beginning to show signs of its age, hence the cause of many of the misalignment issues found.
However, as a ‘skill builder’ this was a good project and the lessons learnt with this model should improve the
finished standard on my next aircraft build.

PICTURES OF COMPLETED MODEL BELOW.
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1/12 YAMAHA YZR-M1 2004 BUILD
BY LEE GILBERT

Unfortunately, due to the balls up I made on the
2010 build, my enthusiasm with that project has
subsided, at least for now.
So in the meantime I decided to start another M1
build I've had on the back burner for a while. This
time, the bike in question is the Fortuna machine,
ridden by Spaniard Carlos Checa during the 2004
season.
I decided from the start that this was going to be an
OOB build, with the only added extras being the Tamiya front fork set, and a set of Fortuna sponsor decals by
Crazy Modeller. I started by removing all the fairing pieces, and some of the smaller details such as the rear
brake disc and chain and sprocket as these parts required drilling.
Once the fairing parts were glued together, all that was required was a small amount of filler and then they
were ready for a coat of primer.
More soon...
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1/48 FLAKPANZER III – WIRBELWIND -PART 5
BY RUSSELL EDEN

At this point the flakpanzer was 95% finished so I put it down and got on with the base. As usual it was going to
be mounted I one of my Just-Bases Beanie cases.

I started off by mixing some grout, pva glue, fine sand and T&L
Terrain pigment in a bowl with a small amount of water. Once
it was the right consistency – not too sloppy and not too
stodgy – I layered it over the masked up wooden base.

Once dry I give it a random coating of Humbrol Sand and Dark
Brown washes.
This dried in a variety of shades of mud

I had recently bought a load of
‘tufts’ from ebay so thought
about putting them to use by
making a dirt track with bushes
on either side. I used a small
corner of blue foam for some
height and added the large
bushes, then small bushes, then
grass tufts and lastly some moss
tufts nearest to the edge of the
track. I these I added some small
twigs and leaf litter.
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I blended all this together with a dusting of MIG European Dust pigment. I added some bits of plasticard to the
corners to hide the blue foam and added some small trees.
With the base finished the flakpanzer needed some mud and dust. Using the Humbrol Sand and Dust washes
mixed with some European Dust pigment I mixed various shades and consistencies’ and build up the mud and
layers of dust.

I didn’t go overboard as the track is dirt not mud and here’s the result - sadly hiding the camo on the lower hull
but I think it works quite well.
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With the hull suitably muddied I assembled the flakpanzer and mounted it to the base. Lqacking a suitable
figure, sadly the selection in 1/48 is very limited, I stole the commander of my sd/kfz 250/9 and mounted him
in front of the panzer giving a sense of scale to the whole thing. That’s it done, dusted and on the shelf with my
expanding collection.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
I have spoken with Keith Hawkins and he suggested that I message you here with my question.
We are planning on putting on a model show next year at Aldingourne near Bognor, West Sussex, and we were
wondering if you and a couple of members would be interested in coming to display. We have a trader that
will be bringing his stand, hopefully a raffle and a small competition.
Hope to hear from you soon.
More details to follow:
Regards
Nick Pidgley
Aldingbourne Modellers

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information thus
expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the editor or the club
as a whole.
Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2015
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CLUB DIARY 2015

2015
August 19

th

Club Night

September 2

nd

September 16
October 7

th

th

October 21

st

November 4

th

November 18
December 2

th

nd

Club Night Extra

September 13

th

Build a Model in a Day

Club Night - BoB Competition

September 19

th

IPMS Farnborough Show

Club Night Extra

October 11

th

Bovington Show (TBC)

Club Night

October 24

th

Yeovilton Autumn Show (TBC)

Club Night Extra

November 7 / 8

Annual Competition

November 19

th

th

th

Scale ModelWorld 2015
Middle Wallop Show (TBC)

Club Night Extra

th

December 16

Xmas Night
th

Next Meeting: Wednesday August 19

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Competition Secretary

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tony Adams
Steve Edwards
Sean Summers

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Tel: 01794 519153
Tel: 07736555664

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Lee Gilbert
Paul Adams

Karl Scammell
Russell Eden
Richard Stewart

FINDING US
Ampfield Village Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ
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